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1 Is Temporary President Stanislaw Trepczynski (Poland)
ms speaking in French. 30 30

2 ls Delegates applauding. Temporary President calling
mcu for vote for President. Delegates voting. 103 73
Temporary President announcing results.

3 ms President Leopoldo Benites (Ecuador) escorted to
ls podium by chief of protocol, being seated and
speaking in Spanish. 174 71

4 mcu Cut away's of delegates and delegations seated
in hall. 197 23

5 mcu Ditto #3. 400 203

...
President speaking on agenda for admission of new members.

Yosef Tekoah (Israel) speaking in opposition to the admission of German Democratic Rep.

President announcing Federal Republic of Germany member of U.N. Delegates applauding.

Delegation of German Democratic Republic being seated, delegation of Federal Republic of Germany being seated, delegation of Bahamas being seated.

President's speech welcoming new members.

Yakov Malik (USSR) speaking in Russian.

Lazar Mojsov (Yugoslavia) speaking.

John Scali (US) speaking.

Silent cut away shots of delegates and delegations seated in hall, applauding and new members being seated.